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SUMMARY
Two rune were made with liquid diborane and hydrogen peroxide
in a small-scale
experimental
rocket engine.
After the first
run,
which was very erratic,
severalmodificatians
were made to the
,apparatus and test procedure.
In the.second run combustion started
mediately
and continued smoothly for the 12 seconds of operation.
The diborane - hydrogen peroxide weight ratio investigated
was 0.27
(stoichiometric,
0.136).
The maximum experimental
specific
impulse
attained during the run was 211 pound-seconds per pound for a
combustion-chamber pressure of 237 pounds per square inch gage.
This experimental
spectiic
tipulse was 81 percent of the theoretical
specific
impulse for the same mixture ratio and ccunbustion-chamber
pressure.
INTRODUCTION
The use of diborane (B2H6) as a rocket fuel is of current
interest
because of the large amount of energy per unit weight
available
from its reaction with oxManta.
The thermodynaslic properties and gaseous equilibriums
of boron and the otides of boron
have been determined by the National Bureau of Standards (reference 1).
Considerable work in connection with the chemistry of
boron and boron compounds has been conducted by Schlesinger
and
associates at the Universfty
of Chicago.
In addition,
the investigation
to determine many of the physical,
chemical, and physiological
properties
of diborsne is being sponsored by the Naval
Research Laboratory,
Washington, D. C. Few experitmental investigations, however, of the performance of diborane as a rocket fuel
have been conducted.
The experimental
Cleveland laboratory

results
of two runs conducted at the NACA
using %-percent
liquid diborane and 87-percent
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hydrogen peroxide in a 100-pound thrust rocket engine are presented
herein.
Also presented are theoretical
values of speoific
impulse,
reaction-chamber
temperature,
and exhaust temperature for the operating conditions
of one of the runs.

A dimtic
sketch of the lOO=pound thrust rooket unit
illustrating
the propellant
(catalyst,
fuel, and oxidant) systems
and the gas pressurizing
systems used for pumping the propellants
is shown in figure 1. The entire apparatus
was mounted on 8 stand
that was pivoted to permit horizontsl
motion.
The oxidant (87-percent hydrogen perotide)
and catalyst
(44-percent calcium-pem
te solution)
were contained in
stainless-steel
tanks.
A chrome-molybdenum steel tank (fig.
2)
was used to hold the fuel (95-percent diborane
B2H8). The fuel
tank was equipped with a stainless-steel
bursting disk and. highpressure stainless-steel
hand valves that were packed with Teflon,
a polytetrafluoroethylene
plastic.
Check valves were installed
in
each of the propellant
linea.
The fuel tank and Unes were refrigerated. with dry ioe to maintain the diborane (boiling
point,
-134.5O F at 1 atmosphere) in a liquid
state up to-the injector
plate.
The oxidant and catalyst
supply tanks were pressurized
with
water-pumped nitrogen gas from a common nitrogen supply and the
fuel supply tank was pressurized with oxygen-free helium.
The gas
pressure to each of the propellant
tanks was controlled
with twostage pressure regulation.
A detailed sketch of the 100-pound-thrust
rocket engine is
shown in f5gure 3. The engine comprises a stainless-steel
injector
plate containing
six solid-jet
injector
nozzles, a thick-walled
copper combustion chambe.r with an inside diameter of 2; inches and
a length of 18: inches, and a convergent-divergent
copper exhaust
nozzle designed to provide ccmrplete e-ion
at
8 pressure
ratio
of 20.4.
The two diborane injector
nozzles were located diametrically
opposite to each other and produced impinging jets meeting
approximately
3/8 inch upstream of the point of impingement of the
four hydrogen-peroxide
injector
nozzles.
The hydrogen-peroxide
injeotor
nozzles were Iocated SO0 apwt on 8 radius outside that
of the fuel nozzles.
The catalyst was lnjeoted through 8 hole in
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The inner walls of the combustion
the center of the injector
plate.
chamber and exhaust nozzle were chrome-plated to resist
corrosion
The ratio of the combustion-chamber volume (up to the
and erosion.
throat of the exhaust nozzle) to the cross-sectional
area of the
etiust
nozzle throat ~8s 255 inches.
Thrustwasmeasuredbymeans
of two straing8ges
mounted on 8
(See fig.
1.) The
bar subjected to bending by the engine thrust.
two gages were connected in 8 reefstance bridge circuit
of 8 modiself-balancing
potentiometer,
which
fied, continuous-recording,
Propellant
ccmsumption w8s detertraced.8 thrust-time
relation.
Specific
mined by differences
in weights before 8nd sfter the run.
iIIIpul6e, defined 8s the thrust per unit rate of propellant
cons~mption, was obtained by integrating
the thrust-ttie
di8gram with 8
plsxlmeter
and divi&Ing by the propellant
consumption.
Combustion
pressure w&s me8sLEed by 8 BOtIdion-type pressure recorder.
Propelknt-supply
pressures were recorded by taking motion pictures
of the Bourdon gages. Color motion pictures were taken of the
exhaust flame.

.

Prior to operatian,
the oxidant and catalyst
systems were
loaded and the diborane feed system was flushed. with oxygen-free
helium.
The diborane tank was then removed from dry-ice
storage,
bath, &nd connected to the
weighed, placed in 8 dry-ice-alcohol
feed system.
For the first
run, the catalyst
(44-percent
solution
of calcium
perman@;anate) was injected first;
after 8 delay of about 2 seconds,
the injection
of 87-percent hydrogen peroxide followed.
After
another delay of approximately
2 seconds, the liquid diborane was
admitted and the cat8lyst flow inunedfately shut off.
A fueloxidant weight ratio of 0.67 was selected, which would permit 8
burning time of approxjm8tely
5 seconds for the quantity of diborane
I
provided.

c

For the second run, several changes were made to the apparatus
and the ffring
procedure:
(1) The type of air-operated
diborane
control v8lve was changed; (2) the c8talyst
injection
was omitted;
(3) nozzle sizes were changed for 8 fuel-oxidant
weight ratio
of 0.27 (stoichiometric,
O.l36), which would permit 8 burnizlg ttie
of approdmately
12 seconds for the quantity of diborane provided;
(4) the motor w8s heated by 8 hand torch just prior to the loading
of the diborane to facilitate
the initisl
decomposition of the
hydrogen peroxide; and (5) the diborane and hydrogen peroxide were
injected
simultaneously
into the preheated engine.
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Poor perf ormance and erratic
burning were obtained in the first
run and data reqtdred
to evaluate the perforce
of the propellant
ccmbinationcouldnotbe
obtained.
The white smoky appearance,
typical
of straightperoxzLde
runs, changed to a clear green flame
when the diborane was injected;
but the flame varied in intensity
aud burnTng piece8 of molten boron or boron compounds were observed
to drop from the e&au& nozzle during the run. Although for the
intended fuel-oxidant
weight ratio of 0.67 the burning time should
have been only 5 seconds, there was no indication
of cessation of
burning at the end of 25 seconds at which time the propellant
systems were shut off.
Smoke issued from the exhaust nozzle and
burned upon contact with the air for about 4 hours after the propellant
systems were shut off.
After the first
run, the exhaust nozzle was ocrmpletely clogged
with a hard brown solid and the Inside of the rocket engine was
completely coated with a soft, white, fluffy
deposit approximately
l/4 inch thick under which was a layer of a dark brown hard subinjectors
were clean but
stance (fig. 4). The h-en-peroxide
the tips of the diborane injectors
were filled
with a solid white
The lines, the air-operated
valve, and the check valve
deposit.
coating on
of the Uborane systema had a very fine yellowish-white
The erratic
operation was attributed
to a
the inside surfaces.
reduced and an Lntetittent
flow of diborane, which may have been
caused by decomposition of the diborane in the injectors
or by
faulty
operat%tan of the air-operated
control valve, or both.
In-the second run, in which the diborane and hydrogen peroxide
were injected
simultaneously,
immediate and emoath combustion
The exhaust flame was a brilliant
green with many lum3.occurred.
nous particles
clearly recorded by the color motion pictures.
An
enlargement of a frame fz%xu the motion pictures is presented in
in the exhaust flame are probfigure 5. The ltrminous particles
ably deposits originally
formed on the engine walls and products
of ccnnbustlon condensed or solidified
by the decrease In temperature during the expansion process throu& the exhaust nozzle.
Thrust and combustion pressure increased progressively
during the
12 seconds of operation,
followed by slight afterburning,
which
occurred for about 5 seconds.
Experimental thrust and combustion+Aamber pressure, propellant flow rates, and experimental and theoretical
values of specific
impulse for the second run are plotted against running time in
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figure 6. Thrust and ccmbustion-'&amber
pressure increase rapidly
for the first
1; seconds, titer
which time both curves have a
marked tendency to approach a level.
The propellant-flow-rate
curves were plotted frcm data of the combustion-chamber pressure,
injection
pressures, total propellant
consumptions, and total time.
The propellant
flow rates were high at the start of the run because
of the high differential
pressure across the injection
nozzles due
to the low combustion-chamber pressure; but after the first
1; seconds, these flow rates tended to level off at lower steady
values for the duration of the run.
A corresponding c-e
is eeen In the experimental
apecificimpulse curve obtained from the thrust and total-pmpellantconsumption data.
During the first
second of the run, the values
of thrust and combustion-chsmber pressure were low, and the propellant consmption rate was high; consequently,
the specific
impulse
wae low. As the combustion-chamber pressure and thrust increased
and the total propellant
consumption rate dropped, the specific
impulse rose.
Values for the theoretical
specific-impulse
curve
were calculated
for the experimental mixture ratio and combustion
pressures usfng the data of references 1 and 2. It was 8ssumed
that all products of reaction were ideal gases and that no recombination
or condensation occurred during eqsnsion.
The max3mum
experimental
specific
impulse value of 211 pound-seconds per pound
is approximately
81 percent of the maximum theoretical
value of
262-poun&secoMs
per pouod for the mixture ratio investigsted.
As
is to be expected, the low combustion and nozzle efficiencies
of
the first
part of the run are made evident from a c(wnparison of the
specific-tipulse
curves.
A contributing
factor to the initial
low perforce
is the
poor mixing and combustion resulting
from the use of only two
solid-jet
injector
nozzles for the diborane and four for the hydrogen peroxide.
With better injection,
starting
and over-all
efficlency could be 3mproved. It should be noted that the mfrture
ratio investigated
is not the optimum for thisfuel-oxidant
combination.
The performance
the following
table:

data for

the second run are summarized in

6
Dlborane - hydrogen peroxide weight
Madmum thrust,
(lb)
&rImum ccrmb,tl,-~b~'~~s~,'(ibjs~
Maximum specific
Qopulse, (lb-set/lb)
Reaction temperature (calculated
for
impulse),?F
. . . . . . . . . .
lB.baust temperature (calculated
for
Impulse), ?B' . . . . . . . . . .

NACA RM No. E7B?J7
ratio

. . . . . . . . . .

0.27
.68
;n: &ej
: : : : . 237
. . . . . . . . . . . . . 211
msdnnrm specific
. . . . . . . . . . . . . 4995
maximum specific
. . . . . . . . . . . . . 2972

A.s a result
of the second run, the walls of the rocket engine
were coated with a l/8- to l/16-inch
gray-to-dark
brown, hard layer
end of the
of boron and boron oxides (fig.
7). At the injection
engine and for the first
3 or 4 inches downstream, the deposit was
rough anduneveninthicknesa
andgraylncolor.
On the minder
throat,
which was clean, the
of the engine up to the erhaust-nozzle
coating gradually became dark brown, smooth, and more even In thickness with many gas pockets and a surfaoe
glaze.
The smooth, glazed
coating, especially
in the vicinity
cf the convergent section of
the e&au& nozzle, was probabb formed by heat and flowing gases
during the second run.

From two runs using apprmmately
95-percent liquid diborane
and 87-percent hydrogen peroxide in an experimental
lOO-pound thrust
rocket engine,
the followlng
results
were obtained:
1. During the first
run, in which hydrogen peroxide and 8
catalyst were injected prior to the diborane, very erratic
combustion attributable
to a faulty
supply of diborane was produced.
2. For the second run, in which the catalyst was omitted and
hydrogen peroxide and diborane were injected
simultaneously,
mediate
and smooth combustion was obtained for the duration of
the run (12 set).
The diborane - hydrogen peroride weight ratio was
0.27 (stoichiometric,
O.l.36), the ntRrfum combustion-chamber pressure was 237 pounds per square inch gage, and the specific
impulse
was 211 pound-seconds per pound, which is 81 percent of the theoretical
specific
impulse
for these operating
conditions.

.
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3. The
the first.
l/16 to l/8
with only a
throat.
Flight

7

engine was much cleaner after the second mn than after
For the second run, a layer of boron and boron oxide
inch thick was deposited on most of the engine surfaces
negligible
amount of deposit on the e&wet-nozzle

Propulsim
Research Laboratory,
National Advisory Comittee
for Aeronautics,
Cleveland, Ohio.
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